We’re here. It’s time. GenderJam: LaDIY and
Trand Fest is a free, not-for-profit, completely
DIY and volunteer run festival for the womyn,
transfolk, and femayle socialized and/or identified
people of Olympia and beyond. We’ve got
workshops and skillshares and shows and parties.
We’ve got mad skills and huge talent and immense
collective drive to smash patriarchy and jam
gender. Most importantly, we’ve got a whole
bunch of powerful, beautiful people all in one place
to teach, learn, empower, give, listen, speak out,
act, make music, dance, perform, mediate, build,
reclaim, HAVE FUN, love each other, and lift each
other up.
DIY means Do it Yourself. This is our ethic and
our creed, and we’re all here together to take back
the power that our culture tries to deny us. We
will join together this weekend, working hard and
laughing harder, building the community we desire
with our own hands. We are strength, we are joy,
we are power, we are love.
So let’s Jam!
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Volunteer mediators and medics will be available
throughout the festival. Tables will be located in
the Procession Studio: 311 1/2 Capitol Way N.
Please also look for armbands:
Purple arm band = mediator
Red arm band = medic
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Mission Statement:
GenderJam is a not-for-profit radical community event. We
recognize that we live in a society full of power imbalances
along lines of race, class, gender, sex, sexuality, age, physical
ability, size and other diverse identities. Though these
differences can feel intimidating, we also affirm that we share
common experience that inspires us to fight these norms. As
we work towards ending sexism in our society, we feel it is
essential to build community and experience each other in
new ways, loving and supporting one another. GenderJam’s
intention is to build community and empower women, femalebodied or identified people, transfolk, queers, ladies, and
genderqueer people. We hope to do this by sharing skills,
listening to each other, performing for each other, working
together, learning from one another, and affirming and
lifting each other up. We hope to create spaces for dialogue,
motivation and creativity, and to practice open communication
and love for one another in the process.
We welcome the greater Olympia community to join with us
in this effort. While the GenderJam festival itself will occupy
just one weekend, our intention is to make it an annual event,
and more importantly to re-create our community to be as
safe, inclusive and supportive as possible for people who are
woman, female, gender queer, and/or trans-identified. We hope
to be a permanent visible, irrepressible and positive force now
and in the future.

★ This program was last updated on 10/16/09 ★
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Anti-Oppression Statement
Welcome to GenderJam! We seek to create a space that is as safe, inclusive and
supportive as possible for people who are woman, female, gender queer, and/or
trans-identified. We recognize that we live in a society full of power imbalances along
lines of race, class, gender, sex, sexuality, age, physical ability, size and other diverse
identities. Though these differences can feel intimidating, we also affirm that we
share common experience that inspires us to fight these norms. As we work towards
ending sexism (SMASHING PATRIARCHY) in our society, we feel it is essential to
build community and experience each other in new ways, loving and supporting one
another. In order to create this space, we ask the following of all:
1) Please do not use oppressive language. “Gay” should not be used as a
derogatory term; neither should “lame” or “retarded.” Challenge yourself to be
aware of your words.
2) Be aware of how you use your body. Everyone has a different history, comfort
level and personal space needs. Please make sure all touch, casual or not, is
consensual.
3) Not all space at GenderJam is for everyone—there will be events for people of a
particular identity group. Please respect these safe spaces.
Our assumptions sometimes get us into trouble. If we assume we know someone’s
gender, national origin, sexuality, or preferred pronouns, for example, it can result in
hurt feelings all around. Sometimes people suggest that we shouldn’t assume things
about people. If you can do that, great! Teach us sometime. For the rest of us, let
us start simple: When you assume something about someone, recognize that it is
an assumption and try not to cling to it. Be prepared for your assumptions to be
shattered!
Keep in mind: It is okay to ask people about WHO they are. It is not okay to ask
people about WHAT they are. It is not anyone’s job to educate you about themselves
or their identity. If you are curious, do some research on your own! That being said,
if you treat people with respect and listen when they talk about their experiences, they
will generally do the same.
But wait! I’ve never met a trans person before! I don’t know anything about trans
issues!
…Well, actually, you probably have met a trans person before, even if they didn’t
introduce themselves as such. Don’t panic: other people’s ignorance about trans issues
is nothing new to most trans people. There are, however, some things you should
know that will generally help us all get along and hopefully save trans people a lot of
grief from always having to answer the same questions.
A word about pronouns:

A person’s pronouns, like their name, belong to them and them alone. When you ask
someone for their name, also ask them what pronouns they use. If you call someone
by the wrong name or pronoun, most people prefer it if you correct yourself by
repeating the entire sentence correctly and not apologizing.
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Much of the oppression GenderJam is working to eliminate is rooted in and reinforced
by established societal institutions. One of these institutions is policing or the police.
There has been and continues to be a great deal of violence perpetrated by the police
towards trans, queer, women, lad.i.y., femayle bodied and/or identified peoples, poor
people and people of color. Though we cannot legally choose to dismiss, ignore or act
against the police, we do not agree with their actions or involvement in our lives.
If a GenderJam participant, volunteer or organizer is approached by the police, we
ask that you do not speak with them or aid their investigation. Instead, please look for
a mediator with a blue armband and let them know that the police are interested in
you or your activity.
In this situation, a Gender Jam mediator(s) will approach the police and ask them to
leave. Our intention is to limit their access to our space to keep all participants as safe
as possible. However, we respect that it is your choice to respond to the police as you
see fit.
If you do come in contact with the police, know your rights!
1. Do not talk to the police.
2. If the police approach you and begin to ask questions, ask if you are being
detained: “Am I being detained?”
If you are not being detained:

a. Leave immediately.
b. Let a GJ mediator know that the cops were interested in you or your activity.

If you are being detained:

a. You must (legally) remain in their presence.
b. You do not, however, have to say anything. Say, “I’m going to remain silent,” and
“I want to speak to my lawyer.”
c. Make it clear, if you are being detained, that you do not consent to a search: “I
DO NOT consent to this search.” The police will search you and your belongings
with or without probable cause.
1. Do not invite the police into your house. If they try to come in, have one sober
person talk to them outside, or do not answer the door.
2. Cops are trained to lie, trick and manipulate you. However, you cannot lie to
them (legally).
3. Whether you are being harassed, detained or arrested, remaining silent is
the best decision to make in the face of police harassment and intimidation.
According to the Miranda Rights, “Anything you say can and will be used against
you…”

GenderJam Respects a Diversity of Tactics

GJ recognizes that people need to exercise different forms of communication and
reclamation in order to attain their desires, as well as address their dissatisfaction
with the oppressive societal structure in which we live. GJ believes in autonomy and
affinity.
GJ has set out to create spaces for dialogue, motivation, and creativity. GJ hopes to aid
the manifestation of your inspiration. But please remember to be responsible for your
actions and the safety of others; the actions you take are autonomous of GJ spaces
and vice versa.
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Whenever a bunch of hotties
converge for a weekend of learning
from and celebrating each other,
there’s bound to be a little, uh,
learning from and celebrating each
other, if you know what I mean. Hot
XXX action. Dry humping. Holding
hands!
So, in the interest of providing a
safe and comfortable environment for
all GenderJammers, we would like
to provide some basic information
about consent. Here is a simple,
solid definition by Lee Hunter from
the compilation zine Learning Good
Consent:
“Consent is knowing and
respecting my personal and
sexual boundaries and learning,
knowing, and respecting the
boundaries of my partner.”
Of course, sexual consent, like our
own personal boundaries, is a fluid
concept that is different for everyone.
The healthiest sex and cuddling starts
from an understanding that what
I might think is ok, might not be
what you think is ok, and vice versa.
Therefore, it is of utmost importance
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that people engaging in any kind
of sexual situation or physical
interaction communicate about their
boundaries and definitions of consent
before going at it.
Antioch College made waves years
back when they officially adopted the
Sexual Offense Prevention Policy,
which basically stated that one must
ask for and receive verbal consent
before each new physical interaction
or sex act with another person. That
would go something like this:
“Hey, is it ok with you if I hold
your hand?”
“Yes, yes it is! I’ve been waiting
all night!”
“Can I kiss you now, too?”
“No, I don’t think I’m ready for
that yet.”
“Ok, well, I’m happy holding your
hand. Is this still ok?”
“Yeah, it is.”
To some, this might sound a little
awkward. To others, it’s the ultimate
in titillation. But for everyone,
it’s a damn good way to shed our
expectations and assumptions, and to
communicate in an open and healthy

way (however silly it might sometimes
seem) about our desires and boundaries.
There are many different forms of
consent communication—verbal consent,
as discussed above, and non-verbal
consent like innuendo and bodylanguage. But the only surefire way
to receive consent is through explicit
verbal communication (“yes/no”), and
it is the best way to receive consent
from someone you have just met, say, at
Gender Jam.
Of course, like everything, consent
practice isn’t perfect. We have all been
socialized in a misogynistic, patriarchal
rape culture and have internalized a lot
of unhealthy garbage, including guilt. I
might say “yes” sometimes, even when
I’m chanting “no” inside, simply because
I feel guilty for saying no. Or maybe
I’m just not quite sure what I want. For
our own benefit, we have to figure these
things out. Maybe a good guideline to
follow is this: “When in doubt, shout it
out: No!”
Drugs and alcohol make asking for,
giving, and receiving consent even
trickier—some would argue that drunk
and high consent isn’t even consent at
all. For our purposes (preventing sexual
assault at Gender Jam), we’ll have to
agree.

We’re all in this together, and we all
must work together to build an antirape—that is, consensual sex—culture.
To this end, let’s all remember to do a
few things:
✻ Think about consent—what does
consent mean to me? Ask others,
especially potential partners.
✻ Practice asking for, giving, and
receiving verbal consent. Be honest and
clear.
✻ Ask ourselves what our boundaries
are. What are we into doing and what
are we definitely NOT into doing?
✻ Communicate about sexual assault
and abuse histories with potential
partners, if you feel comfortable doing
so. Please don’t try to force survivors
of sexual assault and abuse to talk
about their experiences if they aren’t
comfortable sharing them.
✻ Ask ourselves and talk to each other
about how we feel about sex combined
with alcohol and drugs.

Remember that practicing
consent helps prevent
sexual assault and rape!

More about sexual assault prevention and consent:
Learning Good Consent zine:
zinelibrary.info/learning-good-consent
For more awesome zines and info:
www.phillyspissed.net/taxonomy/term/3
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laDIY and trans
empowerment spaces
at GenderJam
As a group of womyn and transfolk, we
(the GenderJam: LaDIY and Trans Fest
organizers) see a need in the Olympia
community for empowerment space (a.k.a.
safe space) to learn and teach, share our
voices, and be empowered. At GenderJam,
we are trying to create such spaces by
reserving them for those identity groups.
We believe that all people, including
cisgendered* men (male-assigned and
male-identified), are oppressed by the gender
binary. We are in full solidarity with any
and all efforts to fight ALL types of gender
oppression.
However, at GenderJam: LaDIY and Trans
Fest, we are choosing—along with other
anti-oppression tactics—to fight oppression
by the creation of intentional space for the
womyn, ladies, femayle bodied or identified,
and transfolk of all presentations, in our
community.
This rare opportunity for ladies and
transfolk to share with each other is not based
in intentions of excluding the community
at large from crucial struggles against
oppression. The claiming of space is simply
a valuable step within this struggle, not the
end goal. We deeply respect and value the
anti-oppression work done by cis-gendered
men both within this community and the rest
of the world.
We ask that you respect GenderJam’s
lady and trans spaces and anti-oppression
statement; if the program says a given event
is for an identity group with which you do
not identify, please be an ally and show your
support by not coming. We will NOT be
gender policing, so it is up to you to decide
whether or not an event is for you.
The GenderJam: LaDIY and Trans Fest
main space, the Procession Studio, will be
reserved as space for womyn and transfolk of
all identities during workshop hours.
We openly invite people of all genders to
come support the bad-ass musicians during
these shows:
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* Friday, November 20, 8-10pm at the
Procession Studio.
* Saturday, November 21, 1:30 - 4:30pm
at Last Word Books, and 9pm - 2am at
the Procession Studio

Everyone is invited with the expectation
that the behavioral rules in our anti-oppression
statement will be respected. There will
be a volunteer security team during the
entire event, and if you act oppressively—
regardless of your gender identity—we will
unceremoniously kick your ass out.
Though GenderJam: LaDIY and Trans Fest
is mostly for the ladies and transfolk, we have
been approached by some fantastic, radical
cisgendered men about doing workshops
specifically for cisgendered men and the
broader community on issues of gender,
patriarchy, masculinity and oppression.
While this is not going to be officially part of
GenderJam: LaDIY and Trans Fest (that is,
we are not taking responsibility for organizing
these events), we are donating space for those
workshops and will be advertising them as a
parallel event that we FULLY support! This
space will be the Olympia Timberland Library
meeting room from 12-5 PM on Saturday
November 21st (subject to change).

Here are ways that cisgendered men CAN be
involved in GenderJam!
• Come to the shows at the Procession
Studio on Friday and Saturday nights, and
the Saturday afternoon show at Last Word
Books
• Tell your friends about it
• Volunteer in a supportive capacity: we
need help with childcare, food prep,
transport of people and materials, and
more. Ask us how you can help—we
welcome you and appreciate your support!
• Donate your house for outta-towners to
sleep
• Show your support for the womyn and
transfolks you love with your absence.
Respect our creation of “empowerment
space.”
• Go to the workshops at the Olympia library
• Talk to your friends about patriarchy and

gender oppression! Find ways to break it
down! Organize your own event—if you
think Olympia needs safe space for men to
talk about masculinity, for example, claim
it! We’re all just people, and if change is
going to happen we gotta do it ourselves.
*Cisgendered: someone who is
comfortable in the gender they were
assigned at birth. Cisgender is used
to contrast transgender on the gender
spectrum.

Schedule of Events
All events are free!

Friday, November 20

12 pm: Procession Studio will open
3 - 6:30 pm: workshops
6:30 - 7:30 pm: dinner at the Procession Studio
8 - 10:30 pm: Trans Day of Remembrance event and nighttime show at the Procession Studio

Saturday, November 21

9 am: procession studio will open
9 - 10 am: breakfast at the Procession Studio
10am - 1pm: workshops
1 - 2 pm: lunch at the Procession Studio
1:30 - 4:30 pm: afternoon show at Last Word Books
2 - 6:30 pm: workshops
6:30-7:30 pm: dinner at the Procession Studio
8 - 9 pm: squaredancing at the Procession Studio
8 pm - 2 am: night show at the Procession Studio

Sunday, November 22

10am: procession studio will open
10am - 12 pm: brunch show at the Procession Studio
12 - 6:30 pm: workshops
6:30-7:30 pm: dinner at the Procession Studio
8 - 11pm: open mic and talent show at the Procession Studio

Find out more about workshops on page 14, and
musical performances on page 21!
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Support the Olympia Food Co-op!
The Oly Food Co-op is the best food co-op in
the country because there is a membership that
cares, a board that cares, and a staff collective
that is paid equally. Benefits are awesome, with
medical care that covers alternative healthcare
as well! There are no managers, and decisions
are actually made collectively.

OLYMPIA FOOD CO-OP’S MISSION STATEMENT:

The purpose of the Cooperative is to contribute to
the health and well-being of people by providing
wholesome foods and other goods and services,
accessible to all, through a locally-oriented,
collectively managed, not-for-profit cooperative
organization that relies on consensus decision
making. We strive to make human effects on the
earth and its inhabitants positive and renewing and
to encourage economic and social justice. Our
goals are to provide information about food; make
good food accessible to more people; support
efforts to increase democratic process; support
efforts to foster a socially and provide information
about collective process and consensus decision
making; support local production; see to the
long-term health of the business; assist in the
development of local community resources.

Locations and Hours
Eastside
3111 Pacific Ave. SE
(360) 956-3870
Bus Route #66
Westside
921 Rogers St. NW
(360) 754-7666
Bus Route #45
Both locations are open
from 8am to 9pm.
www.olympiafood.coop

A Note about Trader Joe’s:
Trader Joe’s is a master of greenwashing, racist labeling*, creating a false dichotomy with
every other evil super market in the country, and rampant pre-packaging. If you plan to buy
food this weekend, please go to the co-op. However, if your looking to supplement your
Gender Jam meals with other free food, the TJ’s dumpster is a good option.
Additional Resources: traitorjoe.com • metrowatchdog.org/node/36
freakonomics.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/02/19/do-you-know-who-owns-trader-joes/
*Examples: italian food is labeled Trader Giatto’s, asian food is labeled Trader Ming’s,
bakery items are labeled Trader Josef’s, and “Spanish” food is labeled Trader Jose’s.
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A note about documentation at GenderJam:

Photography, videotaping, or recording of any other type may only be
done with the explicit consent of each person you will be documenting.
Please respect the wishes of those who do not want to be photographed,
videotaped, or recorded. Thank you for your cooperation! Together,
we can make this a safe and amazing event for all participants!

•K

Records •

Exploding
the teenage
underground
into
passionate
revolt
against the
corporate
ogre since
1982.
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Navigating Downtown Olympia
1. Procession Studio
311 1/2 Capitol Way. N
2. Farmer’s Market
700 Capitol Way N.
3. Bread Peddler
222 Capitol Way N.
4. Intercity Transit Bus Station
222 State Ave. NE
5. Mixx 96 Meeting Room
119 Washington St. NE
6. Caffe Vita
124 4th Ave. E.
7. Old School Pizzeria
108 Franklin St. NE

8. Dumpster Values/Bike&Bike/Phantom
City Records/Community Print

302 4th Ave. NE
10. Traditions Cafe/Water Fountain
300 5th Ave. SW
11. Last Word Books and Free Herbal
Clinic
211 4th Ave. NE
12. Quality Burrito (QB)
113 4th Ave. W.
13. Capitol Theater and the Free Wall
206 5th Ave. SE
14. Olympia Hot Dog Co. & Jake’s
311 4th Ave. E.
15. Blue Lotus
412 Franklin St. SE
16. Orca Books
509 4th Ave.
17. Sizizis
704 4th Ave.
18. Artesian Well
4th Ave. and Jefferson St.
19. Wind Up Here
121 5th Ave. SE
20. De Colores Books
507 Washington St. SE
21. Darby’s
211 5th Ave. SE
22. Rainy Day Records
301 5th Ave. SE
23. Dance Spot
Legion and 4th Ave.
24. Greyhound Station
107 4th Ave. SE
25. Olympia Timberland Library
313 8th Ave. SE
26. Media Island
816 Adams St. SE
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Gender Jam Spaces:
Procession Studio (GJ home-base) - #1
Mixx 96 Meeting Room - #5
Last Word Books - # 11
Blue Lotus (food prep) - #15
Olympia Timberland Library - #25
Media Island - #26
Transportation:
Intercity Transit - #4
Greyhound Station - #24
Food and Drink:
Farmer’s Market - #2
Bread Peddler - #3
Caffe Vita - #6
Old School Pizzeria - #7
Traditions Cafe - #10
Quality Burrito (QB) - #12
Olympia Hot Dog Co. & Jake’s - #14
Sizizis (24-hour coffeeshop!) - #17
Darby’s - #21
Local shops and Entertainment:
Dumpster Values - #8
Phantom City records - #8
Traditions Fair Trade - #10
Last Word Books - #11
Capitol Theater #13
Orca Books - #16
Wind Up Here - #19
De Colores Books - #20
Rainy Day Records - #22
Community Spaces:
Water Fountain - #10
Free Wall - #13
Artesian Well - #18
Dance Spot - #23
Olympia Timberland Library #25
Media Island - #26
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a

WORKSHOPS a

Check out our free workshops! These are a great manifestation of the DIY spirit of this community.
All workshop facilitators have volunteered their time and energy to share with the participants of
GenderJam: LaDIY and Trans Fest. No facilitators are being paid by GenderJam. The contents
found in these workshops may not reflect the opinions of all organizers of GenderJam. We are
simply providing a space for these folks to share and shine. Enjoy!

Friday — 3PM to 6:30PM
Getting to Know Your Local Plant
Friends: a Medicinal Plant Walk
Around Downtown Olympia (Emma
Rose of the Olympia Free Herbal Clinic)
2-4pm, meet in Jar o’ Jam to join the
walk
We will spend a couple of hours
walking around town. I will point out
various medicinal plants, how to identify
them, and how to use them medicinally.
There will be a focus on weedy plants and
natives.
DIY Bookbinding (Nicole)
3-4:30pm at Hippo Hub
Learn how to make books! This
workshop will cover a few basic
bookbinding techniques, and hopefully
inspire you to start creating. You’ll learn
how to create journals, chapbooks, and a
few other fun things, all for dirt cheap,
and way cooler than the crap they sell at
Barnes and Noble. All tools and materials
will be provided.
Radicalizing Gender (Rosco
Kickingstone)
3-5pm at Cozy Quarters
In this workshop/discussion we will
explore ideas challenging the gender
bi-nary system, confronting gender
oppression and cis-gendered privilege,
gender variant self-expression, and unlearning everything we are conditioned to
believe about our genders! We will also
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spend some time sharing some ideas on
how to build solidarity and self-sustainable
autonomy within the Radicalizing Gender
Movement.
Comics Aren’t Just for Boys (Chelsea
Baker)
4:30-6:30pm at Jar o’ Jam
This workshop teaches the basics of
writing, drawing, and self-publishing
comics and includes an overview of a few
popular female cartoonists.
Radical Mycology: How We Can Work
With Our Fungal Allies to Decompose
Industrial Civilization and Re-Wild
(Maya)
4:30-6:30pm at West Wing
This workshop will explore ways that
we can help fungi do their work, and how
they can help us. We will cover basic
fungal biology, ecological restoration
using mushrooms and gain some tools
for learning and working with the fungal
kingdom.
Drag Performance Workshop with
Cheshire, followed by Queer Meets
World: a discussion with Noah Berlove
4:45-6:30pm at Hippo Hub
Drag Workshop:
Learn the tricks of Drag kings and Queens
for makeup, hair, and more! Brainstorm
drag acts to destroy the gender binary!
Destroy the Binary through the art of
DRAG! Let’s discuss how drag can
destroy the binary through thoughtful/
funny/pointed performance!

Queer Meets World:
An open forum discussion addressing such
questions as: What does gender mean to
each of us? How do we perform gender in
our day to day lives? How is this different
from on stage gender performance? What
things can/do we do in either kind of
performance to break down the binary
and both create and explore a safe space
for all kinds of gender expressions.
Fire-spinning (Emma)
4:45-6pm at East Wing
Learn some basic fire-spinning moves
and safety tips. Make your own practice
poi!
The Police is the Enemy (Jami)
5-6:30pm at Cozy Quarters
An intro on the Olympia Police
Department followed by a discussion on
all police and rape culture.

Saturday —10AM to 6:30PM
Clothing Optional Womyn’s Book
Group (Lizzy)
10-11:30am at Cozy Quarters

Safe Space for Female Bodied and Female
Identified People ★
★

I love to read and geek out with
other smart people, and I want to yank
intellectualism out of the moneyed grasp
of academia and into my cozy living
room. I also love to take my clothes off,
and think reading is hella sexy! So why
not do all of the above? I am hoping
to distribute copies of a short reading
(TBA) to interested folks a couple days in
advance, and then have a book group—
where you can get naked if you want to!
I also want people to bring their favorite
books (fiction or nonfiction), poetry, zines,
plays or whatever to read out loud to each
other. Material should be by womyn
or trans authors, and would be great if
related (even tangentially) to feminism or
gender-y stuff.
Keep in mind that though this is going

to be fun, it’s geeky fun. The point is
dedicated discussion, not socializing.
Aggressor Accountability (For Crying
Out Loud)
10-11:30am at Hippo Hub
For Crying Out Loud wants to address
sexual assault in radical and/or punk
communities. This workshop will focus
on the varying and intersecting whys and
hows of holding an aggressor accountable
for crossing boundaries.
Write Yourself Free (Giovanna Marcus
and Lindy Blodget)
10:30-12:30am at East Wing
A writing workshop for those of you
who are crazy for poetry, head over heels
for tantalizing works of fiction, or just
curious about how it might feel to string
together some letters in a zingy or zany
way. The workshop will be positive, aka
we will gush over your bravery, your
bumbles, and anything clever you come
up with. If this sounds anything close to
high pressure, its not! The workshop will
be facilitated by Giovanna Marcus and
Lindy Blodgett, two queer wordsmiths,
former Bent students, and generally
delightful human beings with a love of
the literary.
Breaking Things and Hurting People:
Practical Self Defense (Taiga Run)
10:30-12pm at West Wing
Want to know more about self defense?
Tired of watered down self defense
classes? Ever had a class that told you
not to resist, or not to carry weapons?
There will be none of that here. We
are dedicated to teaching only the
most practical brutality for all defense
situations. We are here to teach you
the things you won’t learn in other self
defense classes, the things you can’t do
in a nice fight. We teach offense as a
defense because a broken aggressor is an
aggressor no longer.
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Shark Tooth Earrings (Summer Schief)
11am-1pm at Jar ‘o Jam
Shark Tooth Earrings are the hottest
thing to hit Olympia! Do you need
earrings to match every outfit? Do you
need one earring to go with every outfit?
Then you need to come to this workshop.
Information on how-to earrings with every
day materials. Learn how to do feather
wraps, wire work and more.

project lyrics and cords to awesome
probably familiar songs and we can all
have a ‘plunk-along’ ‘sing-along’ kind of
thing? and after that maybe we will just
free style and make hella-crazy unique
original music together! People should
bring their music makers and their money
makers and we will provide as many other
sound making objects as we can forage
up. And maybe we can record it.

Consent (Molly and Amory)
11:45am-1pm at Hippo Hub
This will be a discussion on consent in
radical communities. What is consent,
why is it relevant, and how do we practice
good consent?

Introduction to Automobile
Maintenance (Megann)
2-4pm in the alley outside of the
Procession Studio
This workshop will be an introduction
to basic automobile maintenance. It will
include a demonstration of how to perform
an oil change and some other simple car
maintenance as time allows.

Freestyle Fugitives (Kate, Jami and
Amelie)
12-1pm at Cozy Quarters
Let’s work out some kinks in our rhymes.
A mutual nerve jitter gone placid. No
expectations here, we’re all lyrical
masterminds. We’ll provide the beats
and excursuses, you bring your genius.
Reclaim the cipher!
Facilitation Workshop (Mary and
K-Teeo)
2-3PM at Cozy Quarters
Often as women and/or trans folks
we get pushed out of different roles in
organizing.
Facilitating meetings is
one of these roles that we are often not
encouraged to participate in or intimidated
away from. This workshop is meant to
give you skills and aid in your confidence
to facilitate meetings and workshops.
Jam-Session for Everyone (Jorie and
Erica)
2-4pm at Jar ‘o Jam
...especially those who are new to
playing music but still want to rock like
an ewok and experiment with a little
group noise making. Perhaps we shall
16.

Let’s Talk About Sex: a Postive
Info-share and Discussion (Lizzy and
Cheshire)
2-4pm at Hippo Hub
We want to talk about sex, whatever
that means to you! Masturbation, with
partner(s), with toys, how you do it,
where you do it, who you do it with,
what you learned about it growing up,
what you love, what you hate, and most
especially what feels goooooood. Lizzy
and Cheshire will provide some fun zines/
books, pictures, toys and a wee bit o’
facilitation, you bring your experiences,
any materials of your own that you wanna
share, giggles, stories, questions, and
whatever other information you’ve got to
help all us have better, safer, consensual,
fun and fulfilling sex lives.
We love sex and think everyone should
have the best sex they can, whatever
that means. Our only expertise is being
people that have sex. We just want to
make a space that is fun and respectful
and positive for talking about it!

Prison Doula Project
2:15-4pm at East Wing
Massage Fabulous: Principles and
Techniques to Improve Your Skills
(Mandy Zabohne, LMP)
2:30-4:30 at West Wing
This workshop will include a
presentation on the benefits of massage,
an overview of various approaches,
and principles of anatomy to explain
how massage works to speed healing
and help make your massage more
effective. Clothed hands-on practice and
demonstration of several techniques will
follow. Everyone is welcome, attendees
may participate or just observe. Please be
on-time, no latecomers will be allowed
inside once massage has begun.
Fertility Awareness (Katie)
4-5pm at Cozy Quarters
Get to know your body and your
cycles better. Learn simple observation
techniques to prevent or achieve pregnancy
without the use of hormones or latex.
Come share your experiences of living in
a body that can reproduce. This workshop
is geared toward folks with female bodies
but others interested in fertility awareness
are welcome.
Gender Identity with Stonewall Youth
4:15-6:15pm at East Wing
Breaking down gender stereotypes/
gender 101.
DIY Screenprinting: Art Dirt Cheap!
(Mish)
4:15-6:30 at Hippo Hub
Learn how to print killer posters, put
your favorite anti-patriarchy slogan on
a t-shirt, and make all the band patches
you could ever want—on the cheap! DIY

Screenprinting teaches you how to build
your own screenprinting equipment,
alternatives to expensive chemicals, and
how to liberate useful supplies from your
local office building Bring a blank piece
of clothing to print on and show off our
sweet new skills to your friends after the
workshop!
Stab Your Friends: DIY Piercing and
Tattoos (Witch Hazel and Ramona)
4:45-6:30pm at West Wing
Learn how to do safe, non disease
transmitting stick-n-poke tattoos, and
piercing from two experienced women.
We will be focusing on how to be safe,
and good technique. We will do a simple
tattoo and piercing in the workshop.
Moon Pad Sewing (Tina)
5-6:30pm at Cozy Quarters
Learn to make your own re-usable cloth
pads! Make some to take home. Save the
earth. Get down with your bloody self.
Neckbeard Square Dance
8-9pm at the Procession Studio’s music
performance space
Grab a partner for some good, easy, oldtimey fun. All dances will be called, all
levels welcome, beginners encouraged.
Extra points for sock garters, petticoats
and union suits.
Galactic Nerd Club Meeting:
Astronomy 101 (Jorie Jorat)
8-9pm, meet at Jar o’ Jam
An evening/night time event to
learn a little basic astronomy. Star and
constellation identification in the winter
sky. Constellation mythologies, planets,
stars, galaxies, nebula, geeking-out, and
staring off the planet into the universe.
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Sunday —12PM to 6:30PM
Folk Song Circle (Billie Joe Bumpkins
and Julianne)
12-2pm at East Wing
Let’s sing and play together! Bring a
guitar or your voice, and the lyrics and
chords to your favorite folk songs. What’s
a folk song? Well, we’re folks and songs
are songs. True community is a radical
concept and music is a liberatory exercise.
On-key singing not a priority. Bring a
copy of Rise Up Singing if you have it!
Rocket Stoves (Chriset)
12-2pm at Jar o’ Jam
Make your own portable camp stove out
of cans! A rocket stove is a type of stove
combining the air-intake with the fuelfeed slot in an opening terminated by the
combustion chamber, further leading to
a chimney and heat exchanger. A rocket
stove is signified by ease of construction
and simplicity of building materials while
accepting small-diameter fuel such as
twigs or small branches, yielding high
combustion efficiency and directing the
resultant heat onto a small area.
Gender and Soul (Silvia)
12-2pm at Cozy Quarters
Our souls are shy: all of us have
learned to hide our soul in order to
survive our familial, cultural and societal
expectations. We become the “good’ or
the “bad” child, the “competent or the
helpless” or any other being other than our
real selves. For GLBTQ people, the soul
has to burrow deeper, create yet another
mask behind the outer mask. We will
explore this phenomenon and create soul
and role maps that may enable our souls
to emerge a little more clearly. Some
of the questions we will ask are: Is the
soul gendered? How does transitioning
or articulating gender assonant behavior
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affect the roles and masks we have worn?
This workshop will be participatory and
also use the creative process as a visual
road map to a more authentic self.
Keepin’ the Engine (between your legs)
Running with Corrine
12-2pm at Hippo Hub
It seems all too common that folks
are coming down with yeast infections,
urinary tract infections or just moon cycle
related cramping and have no idea what to
do about it. This informational workshop
led by Corrine Boyer will talk about the
herbal options to address these issues.
This workshop is focused on female
reproductive system issues and there
is no one with trans-body knowledge
involved in the workshop, but we’d love
to learn! All are welcome and if you have
trans-body herbal info to share it can be
included. There will be time for question
and answer at the end.
Immigration Solidarity in the NW
12-2pm at West Wing
A brief presentation about ICE
(Immigration and Customs Enforcement)
and the NW Detention Center in Tacoma,
followed by a discussion about what
solidarity with the folks directly affected
by this should look like.
★ Bilingual presentation can be
provided if needed: English/Spanish ★
The Struggle for Transgender Equality
(Kaz Susat)
2:15-4:15pm at Cozy Quarters
A look at the origins and reality of trans
oppression, and the current prospects for
struggle.
Body Positivity (Alysia Angel)
2:15-4pm at East Wing
A workshop geared towards healthy
discussion about body positivity, the

language around it and healing. All bodies
are welcome.
Queer People of Color Caucus*
(Rosco Kickingstone and
Migueltzinta Solis)
2:15-4:15pm at Hippo Hub
★

Safe Space for Queer People of Color ★

Come meet other QPOC in the
Northwest in a safe-space to hang out,
mingle, enjoy snacks, and share thoughts
and ideas about race, class, gender,
sexuality, or anything else that is on your
mind. QPOC Solidarity!!!
*It is believed that the term Caucus comes
from the Algonquian (Ojibwe) word for
“counsel,” ‘cau´-cau-as´u’.
Camera-Less 16MM Filmmaking
(Malic Amalya)
2:15-4pm at Jar o’ Jam
With 24 frames per second and a width
of 16 millimeters, 16mm film is perfect
for manipulation. In this workshop we
will scratch, bleach, collage and draw
directly onto film stock, making a film
without the use of a camera. There will
be demonstrations on how to manipulate
found footage, animate frame by frame,
and collage without clogging the projector,
plus ample time to work and experiment.
At the end of the workshop, we will string
our individual sections together to make a
completed film.
Acrobalancing for Beginners (Marcy)
2:30-4:30pm at West Wing
This workshop is open to anyone
interested in learning how to counterbalance with other people. No gymnastic
skills needed, but strength or flexibility
are a plus. Most of the exercises will be
accessible to all, the rest will be fun to
watch.

Community Response to Sexual Assault
(Eli and Ktee-O)
4:30-6:30 at Hippo Hub
Reproductive Justice 101 (POWER)
4:30-6pm at East Wing
This interactive timeline workshop is
a great way to start dialogues within our
community about Reproductive Justice.
Developed in 2008 by the Western States
Center, this Timeline identifies various
policies and practices from slavery to antimiscegenation legislation to birth control
testing to immigration laws that have had
a compounding impact of reproductive
oppression on marginalized communities.
Rock Band 101: Be a Rock Star for a
Day!
(Rosco Kickingstone and Yianna Bekris)
4:30-6:30pm at Cozy Quarters
Come learn to play electric guitar, bass,
drums or sing your heart out. In this
workshop participants will learn to play
well known songs together then may
perform them, on stage during the openmic/talent show at the Procession Studio
on Sunday night. Beginner-Intermediate
levels of experience are encouraged to
attend!
Olympia Doula Caucus (Zoe Swords)
4:30 - 6:30 at West Wing
A meeting of Olympia-based doulas and
others interested in supporting positive
birthing to meet each other and talk about
birth work in Olympia.
WTF: Reclaiming the Bike Shop
(B-Cycle)
4:30-6:30pm, meet at Jar o’ Jam
Vocab and troubleshooting for bikes.
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a

MUSIC a
Friday

8PM - 10:30 PM: Night-time show at the Procession
Studio with music by Witch Kromosomes, Party Thighs,
Purple Rhinestone Eagle, Council of Lions, and Kimya
Dawson. This event will begin with a commemoration
for the Trans Day of Remembrance.
Saturday
1:30-5PM: Afternoon show at Last Word Books with
music by Briana Marela, Cumulus, Eleanor Murray, Pet
Dander, and Little Swamp
8-9PM: Square dancing at the Procession Studio with
Neckbeard
9-2AM: Night-time show at the Procession Studio with
music by Blood Bones, Margy Pepper, Black Guns,
Foxdye, Violet, Rattlesnack, and Mika Mae
Sunday
11am - noon: Brunch show for ladies and trans folks
with music by Femme Uke and Aba Cole
8pm - 10pm: Open Mic and Talent Show
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This event was made possible with the
support of many people in our community:
The Procession Studio, Olympia Food Co-op, Blue
Lotus, K Records, Sabot Infoshoppe, Rainy Day
Records, Media Island, Stonewall Youth, Last
Word Books, POWER, Olympia Street Medics,
Books to Prisoners, Bridges not Walls, Olympia
Farmers Market, Eberhardt Press, Prison Doula
Project, Olympia Timberland Library, For Crying
Out Loud, Left Foot Organics, Evergreen WRC,
Safeplace, Orca Books, Dispute Resolution Center,
Mad Hat Tea Company, Olympia Free Herbal
Clinic, Old School Pizzeria, New Moon, Rising
River Farm, 8 Arms Community Bakery, GRuB,
Burnt Ridge Orchard, Ladyfest Bellingham, Wind
Up Here, Fosbre’s Academy of Hair Design,
Rosco’s Tamales, Karli Stewart - LMP, Ponyboy,
Lohen, Nancy K., John Rieke, Gene Robertson,
Tah, Susan Moser, performers, facilitators,
volunteers, moms, cake and slugs.

Thank you for supporting Gender Jam!
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Please share feedback about GenderJam!
Email:
la.diy.festoly@gmail.com
Send letters to:
GenderJam
P.O. BOX 12532
Olympia, WA 98508
olyladiyfest.wordpress.com
An open community forum will be held in the weeks
following GenderJam. Please look for information
during the festival, or read updates on our blog for more
details.
We hope to make this an annual event. If you’d like
to become involved with organizing, facilitating, or
performing at future events, please contact us.

Thank you for being a part of
GenderJam: LaDIY and Trans Fest!
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